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Project description:

The flask sampling for the intercomparison between MPI Jena, CIO Groningen (RUG) and
the University of Bern (UBern) was ongoing during the reporting period. For UBE flasks
were taken every week, however, not all the flasks taken in 2015 have been analysed yet. For
MPI Jena and RUG samples were taken on a biweekly basis, however due to a lack of flask
supply the RUG samplings are very infrequent. In late summer of the years 2014 and 2015,
we measured very anomalously high oxygen concentrations for the Bern samplings. This was
much less seen in the MPI flasks which would point to a difficulty with the Bern-Groningen
sampling system or the measurements at Bern. Since CO2 values do not show significant
deviations, we will search for inconsistencies in the oxygen measurements at the Bern
laboratory. Indeed, flask measurements showed despite good reproducibility within a day
large jumps between different day measurements.

Figure 1. CO2 concentration as measured by each laboratory. The period from June 12 to
August 2013 shaded in light blue corresponds to continuously leaky conditions for the
combined UBern and RUG sampling device that progressively increased.
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Figure 2. O2 concentration as measured by each laboratory. The period from June 12 to
August 2013 shaded in light blue corresponds to continuously leaky conditions for the
combined UBE and RUG sampling device that progressively increased. UBern data
unfiltered from 2012 onwards. The unexpectedly high oxygen values for the UBern flasks are
not yet resolved but are most probably due to inconsistencies of the flask measurements at the
Bern laboratory.
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